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Due to interest in the current faculty review of teacher
education requirements and education opinion poll reported in last week's lamron reporters this week con.
.
~
ducted Informal Interviews with aCE students in an attempt to sample student opinion about standards for
teacher education.
.

.

Three questions were asked of all students interviewed:
(1) Should there be standards' for admittance to teacher
Volume 40. No. 20.
Monmouth. Oreqon. Friday. April 12. 1963
Oreqon Colleqe of Education education?
(2) What should these standards be? (3)
----'-------'----'=:...::-'-'=::....::==::....::::::.::::::....=..:.:::.--=~=--=:::;~=-=:::::::::
Should the standards be the same for all subject areas?

Re.ee Spoke At Fo'rum·
"Why

Learn

What

I

Can't names

Use?"
("A Teacher Education
Institution:
for 'Teacher Training,' or for "Higher Learning?")
Dr. Leonard Rice, OCE Prestdent, began an exploration
of
this question with about twenty
others at the last UCCF forum,

Sunday,

March

31, with

the

s tat e men t, "Serious-minded
people must think their way out
of meaninglessness."
Dr. Rice made some suggestions-as
one framework
from
which to answer the question

("Why not learn only the speci-'
fie things I'll need?") He pointed out that DO one will learn
what he can't use in some way;
thus, the question is: what is
the
need '!
(What
are
the
needs?)
Just
to
pass
the
courses? ...
or is there something more?
Reminding
us that
people's
nee~
vary a great deal, Rice
outlined one way of categorizing
the needs of college studentson this campus or any other.
He described four college student
"sub-cultures":
(1)
The
VOCATIONAL SUb-culture-persons whose
motivation
is to
learn
how to earn
a living,
nothing
more.
These
people,
Rice pointed out, are usually
that way because they have had
to be.
(2) The COLLEGIATE sub.
culture-persons
who come from
financially
secure backgrounds
(earning
a living will be provided for by other means than
college or university
training),
"good - time - Charlies,"
whose

are spelled
right
and
whose lives center around dates.
These people, however, stated
Rice, are becoming less important in quality institutions.

Mrs. McBride also insisted
upon equal standards for all
students.
"Everyone should have similar standards. E I e men tar y
people should pass the same requirements as the other areas."
Mrs. McBride further suggested the incorporation of testing:
"Teachers
should
hav,: a
;~~:.n~~:;;~;: :..e~Je~:.a~e:"~~::

Student response to these questions was uniform in that could be included in' speech and
virtually all students interviewed demanded standards. writing tests."
/
Senior Bob Fullhart.

Human-t

ities major, stated that:'
"Some Indlcattor- that a stustudents are expected to go, he
dent has a mastery of his subhas no perspective, and his stuject matter is necessary, but
dents will not be able to see
perhaps the GPA is a limited

ought to be the same for elementary
and secondary stu.
dents. Salary scales. are the
same for both kinds of teachers,
so the caliber of people entering

index. Oral and written examinations to test competency might
be included."
"I'm not too familiar
with
the elementary
program,
but
since the elementary
school is
more chl ld-centered
the nature
of oral and written examinations
would have to be somewhat difIerent. As for the minimum GPA
requirements, I think they might
be the same for both elementary
and secondary students."
Linda Lewis, a Senior in Elementary
Education,
also supported the importance of standards and their uniformity.
She
said to a Lamron reporter, "Yes,
I think standards are desirable.
Maybe there ought to' be some
sort of an examination
to show
that a student knows his or her
field."
"Standards
ought to be the
same. One field is just as Impor tant as the other:'
Social
Science
Senior
Bob
Gates was quite definite in his
support
of teacher
education

teaching ought to be the same.
The need for competent teachers
in the elementary
school is as
great, if not more so, as it is in
the secondary school."
Sophomore Carol Strong stated: "Yes, there should be standards." In response to the second
question, she said, "CPA is "an
ineffectual device, but a necessary evil."
Miss Strong also supported
uniform standards
for all subjeer areas: "Yes, there should be
equality
of standards
for elementary and secondary, because,
'A lack in any stage of a child's
development
leaves a permanent scar:'
Martha McBride, a Junior in
Elementary Education, said that
there must be some standards
"if we ever hope to consider
ourselves a profession:' She considercd some sort of minimal
test a necessity for each subject
area.
--------------

any meaning in what they are
doing. (b) We should not de. (3) The DISASSOCIATED. the base our personal background
defiant
or nonconformist
sub- (which determine primary subculture-persons
who study not culture
emphasis),
but honor
to be identified with anything,
them and go on from there.
rebelling for the sake of rebel- (c) A potential teacher's learnliousness.
These
people,
who ing needs
are dependent
on
need a voice and tend to collect what he actually will do in the
around the student newspaper, classroom. The answer to "what
are not without intellectual
cur. shall I learn?" is dependent on
Jostty and would be the last to how a person sees the question
cheer the team. "I don't know "What is vocationally related'!"
which
is less admirable,
the (Le. what do I need to learn to
disassociated
or the collegiate,"
know how to work with childstated Dr. Rice.
ren's minds and spirits as well
(4) The ACADEMIC sub-culas with materials?)
The pro.
culture-persons
whose
needs blem is to do a good job vocaare served by learning, "people tionally, not just good enough
who like to know, that's all." to earn a salary-Leo
to fuse
"Please remember," urged Dr. "intellectual"
and "vocational"
Rice, "I haven't said that you motivations
and learnings.
(d)
could divide people Into these Are teachers themselves so vofour classes." Each one of us cationally oriented that they inhas within
us some of the fluence their students to be the
needs, in different
proportions.
same?
(e)
A good teacher is
He also stated that a person with one who is learning because he
no vocational
interests
is Im- enjoys it-not
simply because
mature.
he can use it three years hence.
"What kind of people go into Further, no one learns what he
for. (f)
teaching?"-Dr.
Rice addressed can see no application
to the group his primary ques- Teachers are out of date as far
tion,
pointing
out
that
our as knowledge of their students
is
concerned.
(g)
We
will
answer
will
tell
something
about the tone of our campus, achieve a balance of the subin teacher-persnalities
about our inner selves. (Most cultures
of aCE parents are of the work- only when the teaching profession becomes as honorable and
ing classes.)
Discussion beginning from Dr. as satisfactory an outlet for men
Rice's
question,
yielding
the as well as for women.
following points: (a) If a teachThe next UCCF Forum, April
er can go only as far as his 28, will be a panel discussion by
Mr. Victor Lund, Mrs. Helen
Addison, and Mrs. Charles Hag-

standards:
"Definitely,

there

ought

to be

standards. And, whether we like
It or not, the crtterl a has to
come back to the GPA, since it
.
f th f
b' tl

On Russia.Coming
Here Monday
Mrs. Elizabeth
Moos, noted
authority on education in the So~
viet Union, author, educator and
traveler, will meet with students
and faculty
members
of the
Oregon College of Education on

Monday, April 15. She will meet
with Mr. Hess' Foreign Govern ..
ment class at 2:00 p.m. and from

4:00 to 5:00 there will bean open
meeting in Ad 212.
Author of several pamphlets,
Including

The Educational

Sys-

tem of the Soviet Union 0950l
and Higher Education

in the 30.

viet Union (956), Mrs. Moos has
visited
Russia
for" first-hand
study of Soviet education.
She is also author of Spviet
Education Today and Tomorrow

(1959), Soviet Schools Re-visited
(1961) and a pamphlet entitled.
Education in the Soviet Union
(1963).
A graduate of Smith Cohege
and founder of the Hessian Hilb
School, Coton-on-Hudson,
New
York, she' is also a graduate of
the Institute of Russian Studies,

Columbia University, and holds
the master's degree in Slavic lit.
eraturc.
Ge g S S lth M D
'11b
Mrs. Moos will be available
or e . rm ,
. ., WI
e

Speak Monday

a guest lecturer in Mr. Donald for meetings
with
interested
E. Giles General Biology 103 persons or groups during
her
class at 11 a. m. Monday, April brief visit, which will include
15 in room 212 of the Ad. build- several other institutions and orFuring. Smith will speak on hered- ganizations in the region.
ther
information
about
Mrs.
ity and genetics.
Smith is a staff physician at Moos can be had by calling Dr.
Oregon Fairview Home for the Kent Farley, professor of educagarty on "RELIGION IN THE
mentally
retarded
and is en- tion at OCE.
CLASSROOM." All
interested
gaged in cytogenetic
research.
persons, are welcome.
He is also an instructor in the
Pediatric
Department
of the
A Pilgrimage for Peace will
Oregon Medical School in Port- ~.
sponsored
by the Worn.
land, .....
Gregon,.
~
.....,...,.
~..... 1-;;_'8IHt~
~
A total of 18 candidates
have sioner-Frank
Ellis and Arlen
Pea'cc and Freeoom; tomorrow,
Smith had only one question
April 13, in Portland.
been nominated for 10 A.S.O.C.E. King.
when contacted about his forth.
I
Commissioner positions.
The elAssembly time will be~ at
For Women's
Athleti~ Com·
corning
lecture,
"Does OCE's
Mr.
John
1'
9
".
Sparks,
Director
1:30 p.m. at the 'First Unitarections are scheduled
for next missioner-Joan
Feller and PegBiology
Department
.have
a
of Business A,ffairs, OCE, stated
.ian Church, 1011 S. W. 12th
week with the Primary on Mon- gy Wolfenbarger.
Tuesday that a totai of $102,307 slide projector?" He doesn't have
Avenue (Parish Ham.
Nonday and Tuesday and the GenFor Clubs Commissioner-Lani
one, but said- he hoped to have
violent discipline will be obhas been requested
from the
cral on Thursday, April 18, and Gorowski and Cary Hilderbrand.
some new slides ready by the
served d.uring
the walk
Building of OCE's new Health NDEA for the school year 1963· 15th.
Friday, April 19. In addition to
For Sophomore Class Commis·
t~roligh downtown Portland.
64
and
that
the
deadline
for
Center,
to
bc
located
west
of
Commissioners, the 1963-64 Var- sioner-Jim
Kronser
and
Ron
Mr. GUes let it be known that
Waikers are expected to wear
Todd Hall on Church St., will applications wiil be July 15. there will be room for at least
sity Rally Squad will be elected Sutherland.
suitable street attire.
1963
for
those
wishing
aid
for
also.
For Junior Class Commission- start about May 1, if it receives
40
interested
persons
not
taking
Participants
needing transfinal approval from the Board Fall term 63.
Strope.
the class to attend the lecture
Candidates
nom ina ted
for er-Jack
portation should call 757,2966
There
is
also
about
$25,000
in
of
H~gher
Education.
For Senior Class Commissionin Monmouth.
'
and has extended an open inA.S.O.C.E. Commissioner are:
from the United
Pierce, John Podpeskar,
This was announced this week aid available
vitation for the hour.
For Correspondence
Commis- er-Doug
Students
Aid
Fund
Inc.
Also,
by Dr. Ronald Chatham, director
sioner - Louise Brinkley
and and Ernie Teal.
according
to Mr. Sparks,
the
of planning.
Eleven girls were nominated
Twyla Gooch,
amount available from all other
for
the
Varsity
Rally
Squad
with
It will be a one story wood loan funds depends
For PUblicity Commissionerupon reseven to be elected. Those nom- frame bUilding on a concrete
Michele Snyder.
payment
by
present
borrowers.
inated were Cathie Curry, Jan slab floor with a shake roof.
For Social
CommissionerAccording to the Coliege ReDay, Susan FUkutomi, Pat JohnThe 4,750 sq. ft structure will scrve
Kerry Koopman.
Program
BUlletin,
the
ston,
Carole
Kaluna,
Diane
Labe built at an estimated cost of average college graduate
For Assemblies Commissioner
earns
Due,
Kathy
Lakey,
Jan
Roher,
$138,000"and will be financed by
-Louise
Lunday
and
Frank
Sharon Sheets, Linda Slate, and bonding through the dormitories" $100,000 more in his lifetime
Nudo.
than the average
high school
and health services fund.
For Men's Athletic
Commis- Taki Takeuchi.
graduate.
Frl1ncis Keppel
the
United is gradually disappearing.
It is quite reasonable
for a
,
student, who could not other- States Commissioner of EducaPriorities in education
n~eds
wise finance a college education,
tion said he was "sympathetic"
are qualitative improvements in
to borrow up to $3,00 when the to finding ways of setting up elementary
and sec 0 n d oll
cash bcnefits are likely to ex- national scholastic standards
in schools and in teacher training
quantitative
improvement
President Leonard Rice stated say, the legislature is making a ceed $100,000 aside from edu- an interview with Marjorie Hun- and
ter of the N. Y. Times on April 7. in higher education, including
that there were a great number close stUdy of the out·of·state cation's priceless non-monetary
The
proposal
of
national
technical training.
•
of things obviously going on in students in Oregon. The feeling advantages.
USAF Funds loans are repaid scholastic standards is one that
Keppel's sympathetic
attitud~
the state legislature
regarding
concerning these students is amin the first three years- after the has been repeatedly
advanced
tow a I' d
Rickover's
proposal
the budget for higher education
biguous, they make a marked
graduate
leaves school. Nearly by Vice Adm. Hyman G. Rick- marks the first time a "ConimiSl
contribution
to the
lOin
an
interview
earlier
this financial
all ,student borrowers under this Qver, an outspoken critic of the sioner of Education has voiced
state by each one spending apeducational
system. such a view.
w~~. said that there is a great prOXimately $2,000 per year, but kind of program meet this sche- American
His predecessot.
dule
without
hardship.
The Rickover's
proposal
has
been Dr. Sterling M. McMurrin, did
drive at the present time for a the legislature
apparently
feels
average college graduate
today under the attack of many edu- say, however, that Admiral Rick.
A national
education
figure reduction of state expenditures
that Oregon should not have to earns nearly $5,00 a year on his cators.
over's impact on American edutold a Wednesday night OEA- and this being ttue a number finance their education in the
first job.
Keppel went on to say that cation has been very, very good
SOEA audience the issue of who of state organizations
are re- present manner.
About 33% of
For example, a student who racial
integration
may
have for education.
"
should accredit teaCher-training
ceiving close scrutiny with re· the students at the University of
borrows
$500
per
year
for
three
been
the
'cause
of
some
lowering
If Rickover's suggestions were
institutions
has been sharpened
gard to their budgets, The state Oregon and 24% of those at OreHe to be followed a national board
by recent events in Wisconsin.
system of higher education is one gon State University are out-of- years for a total of $1,500, will of standards in the schools.
repay $50.87 over 36 monthly re- said, however, that this fault of commission would have to be;
Margaret Knisple of the NEA's of the larger items in the state state students.
Dr. Rice said that payments.
lies with
the failure
of the created to set national standatds
commission
on Teacher Educa- over·all budget.
two things are probably going to
and
public
to avoid and establish
Summer
School
Loans
are schools
voluntary
examIn this scrutiny, he went on to happen
tion and Professional Standards
l:cgarding
the out· ofavailable from Mr. Jack Morton standard lowering not with the inations for different ability lev~
(TEPS) told - the group that
state
student
in Oregon. The and information
can c ern e d "moral imperative" to integrate.
cIs. These tests would compare
Wisconsin University
is insistout·oI-state tuition will be raisshould be obtained from him at
Keppel, the -former dean of the the achievements
of a student
ing that colleges and universied considerably and the academ- the earliest possible date.
faculty of education at Harvard against
national
standards,
re"
ties should determine the nature
ic requirements
for the out-ofUniversity,
had
the following gardless of where he attended
of
teacher· training.
Knisple
state student wili go up sharply,
things to say on the present school.
said Wisconsin's action is directDr. Rice said that the legislaeducational position:
Keppel expressed the opiniorl
ly opposed to the TEPS viewture is also concerned about cap·
He has been "inpressed
and that national standards were an
point
that
teachers
ought
to
ital improvements
on the state
depressed" at the failure of both "obviously sensible-" goal' that
have a voice in setting stand·
supported campuses and is dethe public and the professional
"would be useful to parents" to
ards for entrance into their pro·
manding
greater
utilization
of
One of the requirements
for educators
to recognize the ur. schools and everybody else." He
fession.
all classrooms, laboratories
and full admission to the program of gency to improve education.
went on to state that it wou.d be
Knisple did not speculate on
Jeanette ..Scott, assistant profes· office space. In addition he said Teacher Education is to pass the
Special
emphasis
must
be difficult to set up such stand}
how 01' when the dispute would sor of music education
at the that the student to teacher ration Speech examination.
You must given to helping big cities meet ards.
be settled, but she said it was Oregon College of Education and will be on the upswing.
do this during spring term in] desperate
school problems cre"You don't want to lose the
encouraging
that the issue was a Salem resident, will lead a
"The thing we are caught in order to be eJigible for full ap- ated by slums.
flexibility
that we've got,','" he
developing
clearly so that all panel on string instruction at the is nationwide,"
he said
and pr,oval for fall term, 1963. The
It would be necessary to ele.
"At the same time there
could understand
it.
Northwest Music Educator's con-I stressed the fact that Oregon is dates for thc exam are given vate the Office of Education to said.
is obviously good sense in being
Also speaking at the meeting ference in Casper, Wyoming, on not alone in this matter, that
below and you may make an Cabinet level in order to increase able to know whether we're getwere the new president
and April 20.
there seems to be a national
appointment
to take the exam its stature.
ting somewhere."
vice· president of 'the OEA, The
Professor Scott will give an trend toward economy in every· with Mrs. Ladeholl, M,E.S. 121There is "probably" too much
Keppcl said the nation had
president summarized the OEA's evaluation
of the Suzuki violin thing.
Rr. Rice concluded the mornings, only.
of
an
ivory-tower
approach failed to sense the urgency for
organizational
handbook.
The method as a class approach to interview
with the statement,
Tuesday, April 16, 10 a.m.
within the Office of Education.
improving the schools and that
vice-president listcd eight marks beg inn i n g violin instruction.
"I'm not preaching disparit.y at
Thursday, April 18, 1 p.m.
nut much of this stems from the fault did not lie with Presi
of the professional.
He did not Miss Scott teaches the Suzuki this moment but it would be
Friday, April 26, 1 p.m.
"the remarkably rapid growth of dential leadership.
say whether teachers qualified.
system at aCE.
foolish to 'be optomistic."
Tuesday, April 30, 11 a.In.
the agency in recent years" and

Eighteen Commissioner
Candidates NQminat_ed
,

IS one 0
. e ew 0 jec I,ve ways
o~ .e.val,~atlllg a person s capabl~,ltIes: .
DefImtely,
the
standards

I Dr• Smith Will

Education Authority

$102,000 Is
Available For
Health Center '63·64 loans
Starts May 1

Keppel Supports Rickover
On Scholastic Standards

Knisple Spoke Dr.
, OEA SOEA
o
"A -I
Uroup prl

Rice Not Optimistic

Jeannette Scott
To Lead Music
Instruction Panel

ry

Speech Exams
Scheduled Soon
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Poorl~,Gort!
The brutes

serpent problem are worse
coming along,
than ever!
Adam?

'I

I

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

In the beginning
A priest laid me down
Upon white pages torn
From a handy Bible
And with his holy letteropener
Made a square incis-ion
In my empty chest ..
With fleeting hands
He searched
And cried
No Soul! No Soul!
Where is your soul?
Dogs howled
And like a dewdrop
Or a streetlight
at dawn
expired
With a fizzle and a heave.
Craig K. Anderson

Insurance
PI··
.OK'ed
0 ICy

In a grand display of attention-seeking our notable
neighbor iif not by now famous) to the north, Dennis
West, resigned from his post as Student Body President
of Portland State because of, what he termed, "apathy I
of. students, faculty, administration and the State Legislatu~.U
-

I

Yet, what is really behind his look deeper into Mr. West's mo-

actions?
tivation. And I think w~ shoul.d approved the adoption of a new
If Mr. West was really con- ask ~r.
west
to define hIS Student
insurance
policy. The
cerned abou~ apathy why hasn't meamng
of APATHY.
present
a.p.s.
policy,
under
he helped WIth the Oregon yed.
DONALD LANGE,
which each participating
stu.
eratlon of. College Leaders.?
Acting Chairman
dent pays $17.25 per school year,
Cou~d this be tern;ed apathy.
Legislative
Infonnation will be replaced by the IndustAgam, why hasn t he even
Committ
. I H
it I As
. ti
I
On the front page of this week's issue is an artiexten~ed
the Sta~e Committee
ommi ee
~~th aOs~~s~ of $~~~gOIo~rp t~~
cle concerning the new United States Commissioner
ror HIgher Edu~atlOn the courschool year or $24.00 for the
of Education, Francis Keppel. In it Keppel states that
tes~ of nnswcrmg
ou~ letters
calender
year. The new policy
asking for I:elp WIth Informawill include
all the coverage
he is " 'sympathetic' to finding ways of setting up
tton concernm.g the needs of
now provided by the OPS plan.
national scholastic standards,"
HIgher Education?
.
.
Could this be termed apathy?
Among. other Items of busilast week the need for such standards was forceI think perhaps
we should
A workshop designed to pro- ness, DaVId McMurray reported
vide teachers of reading with an that the Peace Corps committee
fully brought home to us by an article in the "Oreopportunity
to study the latest had collected 2,489 volumes and
gon Statesman."
Almost everyone has read of the
philosophy,
methodology
and several
hundred
magazines
to
notorious Scopes trial in Tennessee in 1925. Scopes
materials
in the field will be be sent overseas. This includes
was accused of breaking the law by teaching the
offered this summer at the Ore- several sets of Encyclapedias.
gon College of Education.
Finally,
it
was
announced
theory of evolution.
Such teaching was considered
To be directed by Dr. Bernard that new student council officers
unlawful because it ran contrary to the theory of
R. Belden, associate professor of will be sworn in on May 22.
creation expressed in the Bible. A few days ago a
education
and member
of the
graduate
faculty
of Oklahoma
student teacher in Tennessee was prevented from
State University,
the workshop
teaching the evolutionary theory in her high school
Oregon Statesman,
Sat., April elemental
needs of the system is slated for two weeks-July
29
6-Portland
State student
body of higher
education
are
not to August 9.
biology class, It is still considered unlawful, the anpresident and vice president re- being fully understood
or met
Dr. Beldon has taught reading
tiquated law has still not been revoked!
If there
signed
Friday
of last
week, because of other overburdening
courses at Syracuse University,
were national standards this basic biological theory
blaming what they termed the »roblems in the state."
Chico State College and the Uniapathy of students, faculty and
West concluded
his letter of versity of Maryland.
He is now
could be taught in all high schools in the U. S.
administration.
Their
criticism resignation
with the statement
directing a doctoral program at
By CRAIG K. ANDERSON
However, we feel that any type of national stanwas also aimed at the state leg- that he no longer had time for 0
St t U·
lt A I d
islature
student acttvtttes under the cur.
regan
a e mversi y.
ea The Spring term play "The
dards, to be effective, would necessitate a national
.
er in his field with wide, pracIn
a
letter
to
the
Portland
rent
conditions.
t!
I
kId
f
th
bl
Tender
Trap", written
by Max
system of education, under federal control. In the
Dave Hosford, who resigned
tea
nowe ge a
e pro ems Shulman and Robert Paul Smith,
light of the objections raised over the matter of fedStated Vanguard,
Den~is. West his position as vice president,
of the classroom teacher in the under the able direction of Mr.
state
that he was resigning as
Id h t h'
t field of reading,
Dr. Belden is George Harding, has been holder.al aid to education this is virtually impossible.
A
president
because
"in
many sal
t a
e was III agreemen
also known for his research and
ways this college of ours is dead with West. Jim McCreight, pres- publications in the field of read- ing rehearsals
in various cubby
national system of education would require federal
from the neck up. Its body grows Ident of PSC's National
Stu- ing science texts.
holes
of Campbell
Hall this
financing, national administrators and all the other
like a weed, but there is no one dents Association, also resigned.
The workshop will include Iec- week.
"trimmings" a large organization demands.
Mud)
with the power to really direct
tures and small group discusThe humorous
play, relates
legislation would have to be passed by Congress to
it."
Woodwind Concert April 24 sions, and exploration in depth >he gay tale of a cold pill In. West further
stated that the
of problems of particular
inter- vented by Charlie Reader, playset such a system in motion and from the furor raised
"faculty and administration
are
A concert of duets, trios and est to members of the class.
ed by Jerry Berggren
and Joe
over monetary aid, by the federal government, to
struggling
with the problems of quintets will be presented at the
Interested persons are urged to '{cCall played by Harold Myers.
hope for this legislation would be pure naivete. The
developing
'and living with a Oregon College of Education by write the Director of the SumThe two rogues
have
four
college in spite of the attitudes
the Salem Woodwind Quintet.
mer Session, 151'. Walter E!: sny-!lJeautiful
women
run n i n g
"American Public" would not stand for that type of
of a neolithic legislature."
The concert is set for 8 p.m., del', or Dr. H. O. Beldin, Director, 'lround,
through,
and over a
strong federal control over anything, especially eduIn a later
statement
West April 24, in the OCE Music Hall of Special Education at OCE, for bachelor's
apartment.
The four
cation. The old states' rights vs. centralized control
"tated that his remark about the Auditorium,
according
to DCE further information.
(count 'em) lovely women are
legislature
grew out of a feel· music professor Jeanette Scott.
I
Martha
Herrmann
as
Poppy
arguments would be raised and after the verbal bating of frustration
that
<jthe
Members
of the quintet
are
Matson,
who loves
fish
and
tles were over even a "watered·down"
ineffectual
,,
'.' Herbert
Steed,
flute.;. Delbert
Charlie; (Charlie is no fish by
system would have remained a mere dream.
Chinburg,
oboe; PatncIa
Ruch,
the way.) Chene Kurth as JulIe
clarinet;
Donald Hibbard,
bas·
C
U
Gillis, a blonde bomb who tries
Newman
Club meeting
on
In conclusion, we wish to make it clear that we
Monday, April 15, Music Hall
'"lon; and Charles Peter, french
to undermine
Charlie with her
agree with Keppels and Rickover, national standards
i 122. There will be a special
horn.
A drama festival ranging from ~harms; Julia Marshall as Sylvia
talk on the Catholic Church's
The cancer" is sponsored by the Shakespeare
classics to leading
Crewes, who plays the violin
are necessary, but that we are not at all sure Rick·
stand on birth 'control.
OCE music department. The pub- conte~porary
efforts will be air· and likes to fiddle; Karen Rose
over's proposed standards are the answer,
Nation·
lic is invited to attend.
ed FrIdays at 9 p.m. on channels
1-S Jessica
Collins, a southern
al scholastic standards are imperative. however im·
10 and 7. Festival opens April belle who wants
to stock the
19 ",:~th Jean Anouilh's
"Anti- .<toartment with food-and
herprobable it now seems that they will ever be obtain·
gone.
self.
ed.
The s.eries of ~2 fUll-length
Craig Anderson as Earl Lindd.ramas IS an ?ffermg of the Na- quist, an excitable chemist who
tIOnal EducatIOnal TV. Netwo~lk. has plans of his own for the
An exhibition of paintings
in hon.
Among the plays WIll be A cold pill-and
the women round
1
several media by Ruth D. Grover
Works on display inc nilp Pl1·IMidsummer
Night's
Dream,"
out the cast.
'
of Roads End, Otis, Oregon, is ....
~ustics,. which
are. paintin~s
"~~1lllet,"
~oll's House," "The
The play is scheduled
to be
now on display at the Art De- done
WIth
an
anCIent
w 1 WIld Duck,
A Woman Of No nerformed in the third week of
nartment
Gallery,
Oregon Col- media using heat and pigment
~m~ortance"
and 'lThe Alchem· May although no date has been
,1ege of Education.
!melted onto a firm background;
1St.
•
.
agreed upon as yet.
Ruth
Grover's
work
well. 'mixed-media
pieces which disWrIters
represented
mcl~de
"nown I'n the northwest' has al· n,.lay oils, water colors, ink, and Ivan Turgenev,
Norman
Gms"Ten Days That
Shook The World" should be of great inter· .>,
b
B
J h
0
W·ld
widely
exhibited
in other. medi?- ,in one. p.ainting:
ury,
e~ a nson,
scar
1. e
World," a Russian film based on est both for its insight into the "0 been
view of one of the ,ther parts of the country.
Her ~cryllcs, WhlCh a~e pamtmgs us· and Henn.k Ibsen. The casts 111·
the events of November,
1917, Communist
most important
and
dramatic
work is represented
in many lUP,: new synthetlc lacquers and elude such names. a~ Laurence
which brought
the Communists
other s~nthetic
pai.nt- produ~ts: Harvey, Emlyn Wllllams,. Sean,
to power, will be shown on cam- e.vents of the.. 20th century and "-)rivate collections.
monoserigranhs,
WhICh use sIlk- Connery and Margaret LeIghton.
Once more it is dairy princess
for Its place m the hIstory of the
A 1960 reVIew of her work was
t h> .
f
s;nale
The channel 10 and 7 program
pus twice Monday, April 22-at
contest
time
in Oregon.
The
. t
bl' h d'
L R
M d
screen
cc moues
or
...,
4 p.m, and 7:30 p.m. in the Mu· rno t·IOn pIC
ure.
')U
IS. .e In a ~evue.
0 erne,
. t'mgs, . an d sum l' -,drawI'ngs
dates follow· . 'IAntigone" , April 1963 princess contests are being
d Daln
sic Hall auditorium.
? ParISIa~ ~rt magazI.ne~ accor - 'vhich are a special Japanese ink 19; "Tolle Killing Of The King," organized in all parts of the
mg. to WIlham K. CIOzler, aCE 4rawing done with either pen or Apri.V'26; "The Alchemist," May state. These contests. are first
,The film was produced in Rus·
aSSIstant professor of art educa· hrush or both.
3; leA Doll's House," May 10; "A held on the county level. The
sia in 1928 as the USSR's tenth
anniversary
account of its revoMiss Groves is known primar- Midsummer Night's Dream," May local winners
compete
at the
lution.
The title is taken from
ily for her water colors.
Her 17; "Hamlet," May 24; "The In· state level on the 24th and 25th
the famous book by the young
work will be on display at aCE sect Play," May 31.
of June
Dairy Month at the
Approximately
2,500
books
American journalist,
John Reed,
through April 19, from 8 a.m. to
"The Wild Duck," June 7; "A Sheraton Hotel in Portland.
magazines,
collected
last
who was in Russia during 1917 and
5 p. m. weekdays.
The public Woman
Of
No Importance,"
Girls competing
must
have
term in the Peace Corps Book
and described
those
turbulent
is invited to view the display.
June 14; "A Month In The Coun· c::ome type of dairy background.
Dr.
Cl=Jarles
and
twelve
stuDrive,
have
been
sorted
and
days, particularly
in St. Peterstry," June 21; "Colombe," June They must be between the ages
burg, from his first-hand
obser- boxed by the Peace Corps In- ients from the aCE campus will
28; and "The First Gentleman,"
of 16 and 25 and be at least a
the Social ';York Career
Committee
(J i m attend
vations.
The film itself provides formation
JUly 5.
senior in highschool.
They will
'Jay
to
be
held
Saturday,
May
4,
Thornton,
Dave
McMurray,
Sue
an opportunity
to see how the
Channels 10 and 7 are operated be required to make a 3-minute
State College
The on the Portland
Communists
viewed
their own Ellen Zank, Pam Wyatt).
by the Oregon State System of speech on the subject of "My
According
to Charles
revolution not long after it hap· books will be sent to the school campus.
Higher Education's
General Ex- Suggestions
to Promote
Dairy
Ginny Hopkins
is now this is the second year that OCE
A new kind of typewriter
for tension Division.
pened while they were still not where
Products."
has
participated
in
the
Career
in
the
Philippines.
the blind has been developed by
certain of its lasting success. It teaching
A year of reign offers many
Dr. Richard
Woodcock, former
clearly has a propagandistic
tone They cover most of the curricu- Day.
Total
underground
d~velop- rewards
other than money.
A
Nickel's princess
up·to·
Hstill colored by the shadow of lum areas and include
professor of ed- :lent at IntErnational
Each student
will" visit two DCE associate
travels
Widely
and
opera
ti
ng
mine5
in
Ontario
and
date
as
well
as
"older"
mater·
counter-revolution,"
as one resocial agencies
and have the ucation and psychology.
people
reached 507 miles in meets many interesting
ials. There are several sets of chance to talk with individual
vIewer writes.
The intra;party
The new typewriter
utilizes Manitoba
while
acting
as a good will
:arly
1962--equal
to
the
distance
and about twenty social
the standard
braille typewriter
struggles
of 1917 and the scorn encyclopedias
workers
from
different
for the dairy
inby road between Toronto, Can- ambassador
dictionaries
of various types.
as well as the one- 1.da. and 'iVashington. D. C.
with
which
the
Communists
areas of practice. There will be keyboard
dustry.
Mr. Hess, co-advisor
of the ,;pecial emphasis on employml?nt hand pushbutton
viewed those whom they regardkeyboard. AdPharmaceutical
companies emGirls interested
in competing
campus Peace Corps Committee, opportunities,
vantages
of the keyboard
will ployed 13,500 scientists and other should go to the Dean's office
ed as opponents of the revolution
graduate
training
has made
arran~ements
with '-"nd scholarships.
greater speed and ease persons engaged in medical and or contact the contest chairman
In addition to enable
are apparent.
research
in this of your own county.
Several solenoid health-related
The movie was directed by S. the U. S. Air Force to transport
the students' program, a special of duplication.
to one country in 1961.
the books sometime during this -~ssion is planned
M. Eisenstein, whose pioneering
for college units may be attached
to meet
with
Dr. keyboard.
work in the early days of movie· month, with a direct flight to professors
...------------.,
A new carbon isotope of mass
The pilot model of the sv<::tem
still a possibil· Gordon Hearn and Frank Miles
making
is well known.
It has the Philippines
11 has been discovered by Bri·
Exhibition
of
p
rim
i
t
i
v
e
'~c::hnhysicists.
ity.
consists of an electric brailler·
been described as a Hfascinating
of the Graduate School.
drawings,
watercolors,
and
This year about 815,000 Amer·
paper· tape
reader,
album
of arresting
snapshots
Students participating
will be: keyboard,
paintings by Otillia Piazza at
icans
will be under
medical
In 1962 this country will have Mutso Ageno, Judy Barry, Gary solenoid unit and monitor.
...
some of them so refreshing,
the Salem Art Museum: Bush
care for cancer. Many of them
Dr. Woodcock was also award·
so
startlingly
beautiful
or ov~r 8 million tons of fertilizer Grab am. Howard Maness, Helen
House, 600 Mission St., S. K,
will be saved because their canstrange
that one wants to say available to farmers.
Marshall, Maxine Miller, Ronald ed a $30,360 grant by the U. S.
Salem, Oregon.
Will be open
cers were detected and treated
A new r:ublication,
dsh Index, G. Munkres,
April 7 through May 5, Tues·
of Health,
Educa·
"hold it" to the operator
and
Norman
Parks, Department
in time. The American
Cancer
will bring together
all writings
day through Sunday, from 2
gaze at them as one does some- on deafness, speech and hearing
Shirley Smith, Bruce Thompson, tion, and Welfare this spring for
Society urges an annual health
to
5
p~m,
and standardization
thing hung in a gallery.
and Jerry WH- construction
checkup as the best safeguard
of periods dating back to the T ,ois Wallenburg,
of a battery of braille skill tests. 1..
,;,..
.1 against death from cancer.
"Ten· Days That Shook The Greeks,
liamliOn.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Postl' s Book
Is Published

"Sea Of Cortez" Colorful Book
THE

SEA OF CORTEZ

of the creatures.
The earIy entries of the journal were easy reading. Descriptions of preparations
for the
trip, observations
about boats
and their owners, and the description of the elaborate
fiesta
in honor of their departure
are
reminiscent
of Steinbeck's early
books laid in the Monterey area.
After they, were well under way,
his descriptions centered around
the crew, their fishing experiences, and encounters with various flying fish and sea turtles.
One
chapter
concerned
Itself
with reflections on early navtgation and another with the origin of the name California, interesting to a native Californian

By MARY ROBB
The Sea of Cortez. a leisurely
journalof travel and research,
was written by John Steinbeck
and Edward
F. Ricketts
and
published
by Viking Press in
1941. It is a colorful book and
definitely in the Steinbeck tradition. although
Edward Ricketts
claims equal authorship.
In March of 1940 the Mexican
government
granted
the
tWQ
authors penn its for their expedition along the Mexican coasts.
And on the eleventh of March
they left Monterey for the "Sea
of Coretz", the older name for
the Gulf of California. The object of this expedition
was to
collect and preserve the marine
invertebrates
of the littoral
of
this region. Although Steinbeck
is not known as a biologist, he
was much
influenced
by his
friend, Edward Ricketts, a California
marine
biologist,
and
had spent much time exploring
fide pools with him in the Monterey area. On this. trip they
were "to observe the distribUtion
of invertebrates,
to see and to
record their kind and numbers,
how they lived together, what
they ate, and how they reproduced."
Primarily,
Steinbeck
and Ricketts were "curious.'
I suspect
that Steinbeck was
responsible
for the choice description
of life aboard
their
chartered
boat,
the
Western
Flyer. while Ricketts was responsible for the more technical
portions of the book describing
the creatures
of the
littoral
where they collected.
I admit
that I was less interested in this
portion of the book, perhaps because I was not familiar
with
many of the technical
names

Basic
Here we go again.

Geez, I'm more nervous this time than

last.
Why [001 with. this stuff anyhow?
The letter last time
said that a teacher must be able to communicate with his future students.
Well, I would like to "communicate"
with whoever thought this one up.
And why aU the commotion?
What did he say?
All you
students standing in the back go to room 123 and get chairs.
Here they come now, lined up like a safari, except noisier. Why
don't we get this show on the road?
How's that?
This kid

wants to know, "Can we use dictionaries?"
tion}.

The professor

says

no.

(A good ques-

"But at Student

Council

they

said we could." How did Student Council get into this ratrace? Ah! The question is solved. The professor is going to
call the head of the Humanities Department.
He does. She
says, "No dictionaries."
"But Dr. Palladin says it is OK to use
dictionaries."
And he is sort of head of the department,
too.
Here we go again.
The question now is, "Does the Humarrities Department have two heads?"
Individually
or collective.
ly? OK. So they can keep the dictionaries if they don't use
them.
Big deal! And how come I don't have one?
Well, now we are ready to start.
What's that?
Somebody
didn't get a test. Recount! Recount!
Point of order, etc. Who
has two?
Believe me, brother, one is enough.
Cripes, this
oint is abjout as quiet as a Castro court martial.
Well, that's
settled.
They found the cringing coward who had inadvertently taken two tests.
What's that?
More people come in and
are put through the "room 123, chair and safari routine," and
they end up on the stage. Makes you feel like a "first nighter." Everybody who is anybody is here. You wave to a couple
of "regulars" of your acquaintance.
Well, now we're ready.
What's that?
Oh, we can't open the
test booklets yet. Kind of hard to see those titles through the
first sheet, too. Oh, I see. Dr. Goady will read the instructions
as we follow with our anxious, beady eyes. Does he think we
can't read, too? Ih, I see, that leaves no room for error. By
now I've had it, anyhow.
Well, here we go again.
Gee, I'm
as nervous as a bride. Hope I don't flunk again.
If I do, can
they take my "E" average in Humanities away?
Well, as I said before, here goes. Must remember not to
attempt to get creative, that was fatal last time. Keep it basic
four letter words only. Boy, do I have some four letter words
with which I would like to "communicate"
with these people. Well, anyhow, win, lose, or draw, I'm going to teach, and
I don't intend to write to my pupils either, just plain talk will
be fine.
Well, let's see what we have here?
Science, A Sacred Cow?
Is A Poem Important?
How Should Communism Be Taught?
Oh, brother, ask Nehru, ask Shakespeare,
ask Krushchev.
What the h - - - can I write them on this .crud? Well, anyhow, there's always Oregon State.
Maybe I can keep my Social Science major and get in minor in steer-judging.
-DALE E. BASHAW
The above account is true, only the
changed to protect the innocent-if
any.

Dames

Rogers Will Speak
Wed., April 17
Representative
Joe Rogers (R)
of Polk county will speak at
OCE on Wednesday,
April 17, at
8:00 p. m. in the mural room of
the student center.
Rogers will talk about current
legislation
and its implications
for public education and higher
education in Oregon.
Rogers is vice chairman of the
House
Education
Committee.
His talk is being sponsored by
the Student
Oregon Education
Association
(SOEAl. Arlen Hollinshead,
chairman
of
the
SOEA's committee on legislative
affairs,
said he anticipated
a
fairly
brief
preserrtation
by
Rogers.
Hollinshead
remarked
that there would be ample time
for questions and discussions.

have been
-D.E.B.

Veterans Train; Stay Home
A method
by which
Mid- and
construction
craftsmen,
Willamette
Valley veterans
of electricians,
radio and radar re-

Electricity and coal are losing
out to gas in the heat race with

an~ branch of ~he service c~n
tram and remam
at home m
cuso of national
emergency has
been revealed by the 9606th Afr
Force Reserve Squadron of SaIem.
In excess of 100 paid vacancies for airmen has been announced by the unit, and an Intensive recruitant
campaign
has
been mapped out under which
rapid filling of the vacancies is
anticipated.
'Lt. Colonel Roger
Ritchey,
squadron
cammander,
this .week announced
that full
pay for training one weekend a
month is available for those who
qualify.
Information
and application forms may be secured at
1051 S. Commercial
Street
in
Salem, or by telephoning
364]711. Vacancies in the following
exist:
light
and
heavy
equipment
operators, policemen.
if ire men.
clerical
personnel,
weather
technicians,
building

bia~tt fnu~~~ ~~ S~o~:Sg~~~~a~i~d~
•
,

MUSICAL SPOONS
SLIP-ON DRAPES
PLASTIC DRAPES

~~~~~ean~dc~~~~i~:~~~~o~eao:o~~
specialists,
plumbers,
air traffic
r controllers,
aircraft and aircraft
J accessory
mechanics, and medical specialists.
_

Easter

Clean
88e

Modern Pharmacy
DRUGS

Oregon

aCE Concerts
Now Scheduled

Motor- VuDrive-ln

I

II.

,I.

"LAD: A DOG"

Mel Yen is an Oriental blend
of seasonings used primarily on
vegetables
and
mild-flavored
meats.
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Cleaners

STATIONERY

Launderette

And To The Best
Advantages

UIf your clothes
coming
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CAMERAS
24 Hour Service On Films

POWELL & DICKINSON
INSURANCE
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Phone
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I
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Magazines

r-----I
Monmouth.

Independence

BROOMS

Fountain

The Burgess Publishing
Company has announced the publication of the recently
revised
fourth edition of the book, Laboratory
Experiments
in
the
Physical
Sciences,
written
by
Oregon College of Education professor of physical sciences, Dr.
Anton Postl.
The book is a
manual which answers the need
"or laboratory work in general
science
courses,
and
covers
astronomy,
chemistry,
geology,
meterology
and physics.
Dr. Postl's book is designed
for use in three quarter or two
semester courses in both large
and small
schools.
Most experiments
included
can
be
completed
in the normal twohour laboratory period.
Several
experiments
have been added
and the entire section on geology
war) aside.") and lack of any has been re-written. The manual
with
maps,
"point", except perhaps to esta- is self-contained
and graphs.
A topeblish the facts, make for almost tables,
journalistic
reading.
A suffici- q-raph~c map with key and a
weather map with explanations,
ent "perspective"
is maintained
to allow the reader an overall and' an experiment on radtoacttto acview, yet any given subject is vity has been included
explored from inception to exe- quaint- students .with this increasingly
important
branch of
cution.
the physical sciences.
The Schleiffen Plan, the invasion of Belgi urn, the German
theory of "frightfulness",
which
led to the atrocities in Belgium,
the Russian front, are all dealt
with
in magnificent
fashion.
The manner
in which various
A full concert bill has been
treaties, military plans and national pride turned Europe into nlanned for Oregon College of
this spring term.
a "stack of swords" is recounted Education
The calender of programs is:
in stark detail.
April 24 Salem woodwind
Gigantic,
detailed,
sweeping,
8:00 p- m., MH Aud.
this is definitely worth reading. Quintette,
April 27 X Singers
and
Equal
Clarinet Quartet, Morn's
The average adult needs 5,000 Day.
units of vitamin A per day.
May 8 Twilight
Concert,
6;30 p. m., MH lawn.
May 15 Twilight
Concert,
6:30 p. rn., MH lawn.
May 15 - aCE Choir concert,
8;00 p. m., MH Aud.
Dallas. Or~. Ph. 623-3841
May 16-17 - OCE Choir Tour,
Sweet Home, Redmond, PrineGates Open 6:45 - Show 7:00
ville, Madras.
May 17 - Band Concert, Camp
FRI.-SAT.-SUN. Adair, Arm Forces Day.
May 21 - Recital, Mrs. Ewan
APRIL 12-13-14
. Harbrackt
Mitton, 8:00 p. m.,
MH Aud.
1 AN AVALANCH-E-May 22 Twtltght concert,
~
OF ADVENTURE!.
6:30- p. -m., MH Iawn.
Walt AlUOO,
Disney
May 28 Twilight Concert,
·.n
6:30 p. m., MH lawn.
{ JULES VERNE'S'
May 30 OCE Choir, "Fleet
"ln search of the
of the Flowers", Memorial Day,
-/1".1
Depoe Bay
The choir started its series of
concerts April 10 with the performance of He Is Risen given
- CO·FEATURE for the Salem, Dallas and Monmouth Rotary Clubs.

CONTACT

King SSc Store
Campus

MORLAN'S

softened
inexpensive
I
a
softener water
for ais family
of four 11
needs only two cents worth of
salt a day to keen in top operating condition.

Large Assortment

Sweep The

OREGON

At retail prices, $7 worth of
food reaches
destitute
families
in Colombia in typical $1 Food
Crusade
packages
subscribed
through
CARE, Seattle 11. Contents include 10 lbs. corn meal,
9 Ibs. milk powder (makes
36
quarts), 3 Ibs. Shortening, 5 lbs.
macaroni.
Softened
water
is kind
to
hands, easy on the soap bill. And

like myself. The remainder
of
the book dealt with their trials
in collecting. An entry for April
13th, the elate they left the gulf
and headed home, concluded the
journal. But only half the approximate
590 pages
was
a
journal. The other half contained colored photographs,
drawings, and a "Phyletic Catalogue".
I liked the book. Steinbeck
and Ricketts made biology more
meaningful
to me. The spirit
of adventure was present in the
descriptive,
colorful style. Although at times the recording
of creatures with highly technical names
was a bit boring,
still, it was a most interesting
account of their expedition.

(iuns Classed With Reich
THE GUNS OF AUGUST
By Barbara Tuchman.
Dell, 1962; 575 pages.
95 cents.
Perhaps the detail which reveals most about this epic is its
page-count,
Decision by decision, hour by hour, in intricate
detail, the first thirty days of
the First World War are dissected .and spread
before the
reader's eyes in all of their
bloody' horror and epic tragedy.
This book is good. Very. good.
Like William
L. Shirer's
The
Rise and Fall of the Third Reich.
it is without a doubt slated to
become a (if not the) standard
secondary
reference
on
the
causes, personalities,
and events
which led to the First World
War. A prodigious
amount
of
work was done in researching
primary sources, and the personalities
and
petty
quarrels
which were so much a part of
World War I are noted and,
where a significant
conflict of
evidence
exists, discussed.
The book, however, does have
its shortcomings.
DU:e to the
fact that this edition is softbacked, the maps are of poor
quality, a vital lack. Also, along
about page 350, one begins to
wish that Mrs. Tuchman
were
not quite so exhaustive
in her
coverage. A few mental nip-ups
are recommended
before
one
starts reading it, for the volume
IS deff nttely' a "project".
(Signlfdca ntly, among all the reviewer's compliments
which plaster
the fropt, back and inside front
of the edition,
not one says
"couldn't put it down;" reading
this book at one sitting transcends practical
human
end urance.)
This does not however, mean
that the book is at any time
boring. Mrs. Tuchman's
lively
style (Nationhood,
like a wild
gust of wind, arose and swept
them (deterrents to a prolonged

1 Hour Professional
CLEAN
14 Minute

AND PRESS

Clean Only Service

Ore.
Phone

757-1442. Monmouth

Three

EMPTY PACK SAVING CONTEST NOWI
HERE'S ALL YOU DO, Just save empty Viceroy packs ••. win
one of these exciting prizes .... by yourself or in a group. The
group or individual collecting the most Viceroy empty packs
wins first prize. Second prize goes to the second largest num~
ber of Viceroy empty packs collected .•. and so on. There's
a large assortment of prizes .•• all to be awarded on this
college campus. It's your contest! Plan to enter ••• plan to
win. Start saving Viceroy empty packs today! Ask your friends
to· help you win by saving empty Viceroy packs for you.
GET COMPLETE RULES .~ND TURN IN EMPTY PACKS AT

OCE BOOKSTORE

••
,

·-·
•

May 24 at 1 P. M.
Entries accepted this date only
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Wolves Upset Wildcats
The . Wolves baseball
squad
upset the Linfield Wildcats (recent victors over OSU and power
house
of the northwest
conference) by a score of 6·2. The
game was called after 5th innings because of rain.
Only 4"%
innings of a 7 inning game are

runs c~me \ on hits by Luke,
Sheldon,' Marr, and Blackman.
The final
score came in the
bottom of the fifth inning when
ror, stole second, and was batted
ror, stole second, and and batted
in by Blackman.
The Wolves' next competition
will be against Southern Oregon
this Friday on the OCE diamond.

LAMRON

Friday, April 12, 1963

Dr. Garrison Named

SPORTS

As Outstanding
Dr. Jesse H. Garrison, associate- ing teaching
professor of education
at OCE, trainee."
has been named an outstanding
teacher.
One
of the . several
n a m e d, Garrison
participated
in a symposium at the seminar
on improving
"college teaching

Cbider Squad Defeated

required to win.
The key to the Wolves large.
margin
victory was the fine The Wolves also will play the
pitching of Gary Morton. Mor- Raiders in two games on Satur.
ton struck out 6 and spaced day.
Linfield's 6 hits well.
Linfield managed
to score 2
runs on 3 hits in the top of the
fourth inning.
The Wolves began their scoring in the second
inning when Marr reached first
on an error.

base

Curry then got a

on balls.

Blackman

then

that was held at Portland State
College April 7·10.

Golf Team
Loses

The seminar was conducted by
the American Association of Colleges
fbr
Teacher
Education's
subcommittee on improvement of
instruction.
Branford P. Miller,
president of PSC opened the general session, and a keynote address was scheduled to be delivered by Leonard W. Rice, preaident of aCE,
Garrison discussed
the topic:
"A Teacher Looks at Himself."
Garrison said that the good teacher would seem to be the teacher who recognizes that the purpose of subject matter is to enrich human existence and h uman interaction;
that
the good
teacher is one who meets his own
needs through
the process
of
teaching:
and
that
the good
teacher accepts himself.
He sees
self in others, rather than "self
vs. ethers,"
and thus
service
through
teaching
becomes
his
basic vehicle for growth.
Garrison has taught in elementary schools for several years,
and was a school principal
for
several years before coming to
aCE as principal
of the Monmouth
Elementary
School
in
1960. For three years he was a
professor of education at Northern Illinois University, where he
taught Human Development and
Psychology,
and Philosophy
of
Education, among other SUbjects.
In answer
to the question:
what is the major problem of
the student in training for teaching?
Dr. Garrison says "inabi lity on the part of the student to
trust himself to make decisions
and act on them.
One of the
paramount
problems of teacher.
training is the business of mak-

Pacific U's golf team sliced
aCE, April 5. 10% to 7%, at

hit in Marr and Curry and la- Forest Hills Country Club.
ter scored himself on a base hit

This match,

the second

of the

by Getyman which ended the season for. 0GE, had as its best
second inning with 3 aCE runs scorers: Larry Wolfe, aCE, with
on 2 hits. In the fourth inning a 79 and Bob Black, Pacific I).,
aCE made
th~ bottom

3 runs
of the

on 4 hits in
inning.
,The

Wolf Receives
Honorable Mention

with an 83.
OCE's .noxt action will take
place ,'"when
they
meet - OSU
April 12, at Corvallis
Country

Club.

What Ihel WO._f_e._
.. .,

Outstanding
OCE rebounder
Toby Wolf was among three
District II athletes named to hon-

--,bY_PH-:;YL=L1S=JO=YC~E

rtfI,..

orable mention
in the 1962-63
NAIA All·American finals.
Word
recently
received
from Kansas
City puts Wolf along with Linfield's Rick Turner and Pacific's
Leon Johnson for honorable mentions.
An outstanding
senior athlete,
Wolf's four-year
rebound record,
totals 566, remarkable
consider-

fliE

CD5TLWiES

OF ANCIENT

6R.EECE,

HOME OF ALE-XANDER,THE GREAT.
"AD NO PEEl< F~
(;>RACE AND CONIFORt.
&AsIC eARMENT Of THE &REEK

i1J11J\
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WOMAN WAS THE CHITON ~A
·~ECrAN~LAR PIECEOF \MJOL. OI2L1NEI'f
WHICH WAS DRAPED O'l'E~ THE BODY.
~£LD By A 61lilDLE Af THE WAIST AND
FASTENED AT THE SHOULDER WITH
eeOOCHE5.

~#

ing he only played 12 games his
first year, retrieving 28 rebounds.
But a loss of the three starters
for OCE and remarkable
progress
sparked Toby's sophomore
year
with a season of 144 rebounds
and his average 440/0 field goal
record.

The six-foot
forward from
Woodburn played 24 games his
junior year and marked 234 reo
bounds to his credit plus a total
of 316 points for the squad.
This season, Toby broke a rebound record at the Willamette
tip-off tourney and went on in
the Oregon Collegiate Conference
to make 190 rebounds.
He surfered a knee injury in the latter part of this winter season,
missing four conference
games,
career

.-".
polishing different materl als are
based on the' characteristics
of
the basic materials:
.
For easy care of your metals
and kitchenware
a revised ex.bulletin is available
to
Are you one of the lucky tension
you at the County Extension ofhomemakers
who received new fice, Courthouse, Dallas. Call for
kitchen war e for
Christmas?
PNW Bulletin 9 "Care of Metals
Then you are interested in keep- and Kitchenware."
,
ing .it new as you use it, says
Elsie
Clark,
county
extension
With one out of every three
agent.
Americans llving in the suburbs,
If you know the materials
it there are more suburbanites
in
is made of before you start to the U. S. than the total number
clean it you may avoid trouble. of people living in cities of over
Suggestions
for cleaning
and 50,000 population.

Bu-lletin Covers
Care. Of Metals

IT'S YOUR LAW

PACIFIC PRINCESS

Resptct For law Ma~ts DtrltOeMey VI"

HUFFING AND PUFFING
You see much of human na ..
ture shining through
laws.
"Puffing" is a case. in point,
Your salesman may getcar ..
'ried away and claim too much
<

our

claim that an article-say
a
television set or a car-is
in
good working order when it
isn't. Then .you must make
good or take the item back and
return your' customer's money.
You do not PUi implied warranties into words; by the way
:,,"01\ act, you make someone
think and rely upo~ certain
things as facts when they are
not Set. •
For instance: If a man offers
to sell you a diamond ring, yO\!
have a right to think that h.
owns and h~s a right to sell
the ring. So JOu buy it, but
the jewelry store comes and
takes it away' from you. The
man didn't own the ring after
all. Then, you can ..ue the man.

~.tfi

,for ,his product.
you can force

LEE CARROLL of Downey,
California, is one of the .real
Sunkist beauties with Shipstads
aod Johoson Ice Follie.. Ooly
22 years old, Miss Carroll is
now in her third starring season
with the big, ice extravaganza.
A former top skater in coast
competitions, Miss Carroll has a
most sensational solo in "Pacific
Paradise:' Lee Carroll and a
host of other stars with Ice Follies, the Show of Champions, at
the Memorial' Coliseum, -Port·
land. May 7th thropp 12th.

Seat Belts

Save Lives

... ------------.....,

ATTENTION
ALL INTERESTED
IN
INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
in par-

All those interested
ticipating in

Softball
Handball
Swimming-all

events

Golf
Track
Submit written entries
turn in to Dr. Cummiskey
nediately.

and
im-

Cranberry Saute 1
""
3g

here.

Systems
for testing
vehicles
for manned exploration
of space
will have to contain
complete
vehicles While simulating
space
environment
effects such as vacuum, temperature
and solar radiation.

Moliere's rio to u sly
funny
comedy "Scapin"
will be presented at the Corvallis Art Center May 4, at 8:15 p. m., according to Alan Robb, assistant professor of humanities
and director of the Oregon College of Education drama activities.
The play, done as the winter
term production of the, group at
aCE, was so successful tha1: they
have been asked to present the'
play in a special performance
for Corvallis theatre-goers.
Included in the cast are several faculty members
of aCE
among
them
Dr. Ar,thur
A:
Glogau, director of student
affairs, and Lloyd T. Hanson, assistant
professor of humanities,
who between them, create havoc
in the play situation
and get a
major portion of the laughs.
A student cast of many others
round out the performers
who
can be expected to present a full
and
fun - filled
evening
of
theatrical entertainment.

e

Wolf ends his basketball years
with a field goal total of 794
points for the aCE Wolves.
He
is said to be' one of the leading
rebounders in OCE history and
the best in the area for his stxfoot class.
Wolf is now active
in spring
track,
holding
the
school record for the 440, made
in 1961; he is a capable sprinter, pole-vaulter,
and broad- jump
man.
Wolf. a 1959 graduate of Woodburn High School, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Wolf of
1880 Hardcastle, Woodburn.

aCE Players To
Repeat "Scapin' At
Corvallis May 4

OCEAN SPRAY

the first and only of his basketball

real to the student

Sometimes
.

him
good toontna~e·
hIS'"
•
clai.ms,
or g
~
'give
your
I'
~
money' back.
.... ~
••
But not if
• 'us
'be was mere ..
ly "puffing." Puffing Is not
true warranty.
. .
Suppose a salesman: claims
that if you buy his car.whammy: The girls will come
runnmg for dates.
, That· ia puffing. An opinion
at best. Anyone should know
better than to believe it. Anyhow, no court is likely to force
·the'salesmlU1 to make lood his
claim.
;
But suppos'e the s'alesmen
.claims his car is ntw or that
nobody· else in town couid get \~
It. AOd suppose you found it "
was used and you could buy
others·like it anywhere.
That's not puffing but a
··warranty. U And you can get 1lTL '
your money back. But you
.
couldn't make him deliver the
Since you may have a hard
dates with the girls.
time deciding whether a sales ..
Warranties· are either ex.. man is puffing or warranting
press (written or spoken) or an article, just ask him to
Implled ill the way you act. write down his claims. He'll
Suppose as a· seller you most likely stall if he's puffinl.
Note: Oregon lawyers oHer'this column '0 you may know about out
lawlolt i. to Utlorm. r»t IIlvi..

AA LARGE EGGS om39(
ARMOUR'S

",,,
3g
e
,,10
SUGAR
e
ICE CREAM
5g
e
",,,4g
BUTTER
e
COTTACiE CHEESE 1g
e

HAMS

C&H

BROWN AND POWDERED

MAYFRESH

v,

GAL

MAYFRESH

MAYFRESH

"m

WE GIVE
S&H
GREEN STAMPS
7 Days Per Week
April 12 through

April 17

We Reserve

The Right To Limit

1111
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11111111111
aleel y-.ur frlenels at

•
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